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This is Book 3 in the Transformed series. Read Deception (#1) for Free. Imagine discovering that

eighteen months have passed since you remember going to sleep. Thatâ€™s the reality that Alexis

Ferguson awakes to. She finds herself in the home of the human family who raised her and

desperately needs to return to the castle where she is needed to win the war that has been

brewing.Not only has everyone disappeared, but everything in her life is the opposite of what it

should be. Nothing can prepare her for what she discovers, and once again she finds herself not

knowing who she can trust.Praise for the series: "I loved too that this book never left me feeling as if

I knew what was going to happen next."-A Nagel "WOW! Great Read!"-A. Fratarcangeli "A very

entertaining read that kept me on edge...read it almost in one day!"-Uncommon Chick
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I HIGHLY recommend reading the Transformation series. Stacy has a way of creating relationships

among characters that tug at your heart strings. I was so wrapped up in her books that I didn't care

if I had to wait in a waiting room for an hour as long as I had my Kindle. The fact that there are 12

books with a story that continues with the same characters is so exciting. There are no dull



moments, and in a series with so many books, Stacy finds a way to add new characters that build

on new and interesting plot twists. I fell in love with this series during book one and was so taken

with her creativity. I really like how she changes perspectives as different characters tell their angle.

I find myself thinking about these books even now, after having finished months ago. I also am

thrilled that she has 5 additional books that explain more about certain characters/ time periods.The

other AMAZING part about reading Stacy's books is that when I write her an email or a facebook

message, she responds!! It makes me feel really connected and I think that is so great.

Ok first off I have to say I use my fiancÃ©s  account since both our kindles are linked to it. If you

have not read the last 2 books in this series I RECOMMEND that you do. You will not be

disappointed! Every book in this series has been better then the last.I love the direction the author

took this book there are so many twist that it will keep you hooked and guessing through the whole

book!Imagine waking up and not remembering the last 18 months of your life and have many things

be different!

I am honored to say I received a complimentary copy of Forgotten: The Transformed from the

author. What a gift! I don't read a lot of YA, but I'm hooked on this series. Forgotten follows the life

of the Sonnast, a vampire princess (Alexis) who is destined to become the most powerful ruler of

the vampire kingdom. In this, book three of the series, Alexis finds herself removed from her

kingdom and battling amnesia. A battle for the throne is brewing, and there couldn't be a worse time

for the Sonnast to be out of commission. This reader couldn't put the book down, waiting to see if or

when her memory would return and what the outcome of the war would be.Claflin has tried, and I

believe succeeded, to write a book (and a series) that portrays teens in a realistic way while

weaving together a fantastic world full of supernatural characters. Each book introduces new

species and more magic, yet readers never lose sight of the human elements inherent in the

characters. It's a great way to get lost in a magical realm while still understanding the characters

and their journeys.If you are looking for an entertaining YA Paranormal Romance, this is the book

(and the series) for you.

A war with Cliff's mother is on the way. Alexis' members have been removed and she cannot find

any vampires. She is back in her hometown and cannot remember where the castle is. What next.

You love it.



Another very good book, lots of unexpected twists and turns! Still some parts that aggravate me

because they are too repetitive, but all in all a very exciting read. Unfortunately I have to wait for the

4th book of the series!

If you love Vampire Diaries, you will love this Transformed series. Vampires, werewolves, witches,

and now unicorns and other creatures. And this love triangle keeps getting more complicated. Lots

of action in this book, it's very hard to put this one down!

This series is so good. Forgotten is full of twists and turns and romance, battles and heartache. I

was so engrossed that I missed out on sleep and couldn't put it down! Can't wait to read the next

instalment in the series.

The book was a GREAT pace. I have to admit that the introduction of one of the characters into the

already tangled love triangle was a bit upsetting at first, however, it turned out to be AMAZING.

Stacy Claflin has an amazing imagination. She writes page turning novels that hook you right away.

I've read the first 3 books in this series, the first I got for free on  Kindle. So far i have received the

others for free also if i leave honest reviews. The first book pulled me right into a world of vampires

that I'd never thought of before. There's nothing sparkly about these vamps! I love the magic she

puts into it. I LOVE THESE BOOKS! ABSOLUTELY AMAZING!
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